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Now as to the third of the essential qualities of our art:
order. I have to say of it, that without it neither the beauty
nor the imagination could be made visible; it is the bond of
their life, and as good as creates them, if they are to be of
any use to people in general. Let us see, therefore, with
what instruments it works, how it brings together the
material and spiritual sides of the craft.
I have already said something of the way in which it
deals with the materials which nature gives it, and how, as
it were, it both builds a wall against vagueness and opens
a door therein for imagination to come in by.  Now, this is
done by means of treatment which is called, as one may say
technically, the conventionalizing of nature.   That is to
say, order invents certain beautiful and natural forms,
which, appealing to a reasonable and imaginative person,
will remind him not only of the part of nature which, to
his mind at least, they represent, but also of much that lies
beyond that part.   I have already hinted at some reasons
for this treatment of natural objects*   You can't bring a
whole countryside, or a whole field, into your room, nor
even a whole bush; and, moreover, only a very specially
skilled craftsman can make any approach to what might
pass with us in moments of excitement for an imitation of
such-like things. These are limitations which are common
to every form of the lesser arts; but, besides these, every
material in which household goods are fashioned imposes
certain special limitations within which the craftsman must
work.  Here again, is the wall of order against vagueness,
and the door of order for imagination. For you must under-
stand from the first that these limitations are as far as
possible from being hindrances to beauty in the several

